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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to study the arithmetic degree theory of
polynomial ideals and modules, which has been investigated recently in
 w x w x.several papers see, e.g., 1, 9, 11, 12 , but see also 7 . The notion of
arithmetic degree involves the new concept of length multiplicity which
concerns all primary components including embedded components, and
enlarges the classical degree theory.
Moreover, the arithmetic degree can be computed by using computer
w xsoftware, say Macaulay 2 , without computing the associated primes, see,
 .e.g., 2.3 , while primary decomposition itself is relatively difficult for
 w x.computer systems cf. 4 .
*This author would like to thank Massey University for financial support and the Depart-
ment of Mathematics for its friendly atmosphere whilst commencing this paper. E-mail:
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w xLet S be the polynomial ring k X , . . . , X over a field k, and I a0 n
 .homogeneous ideal of S. We define the length multiplicity mult P of II
0 .at a prime ideal P as the length of the S -module H S rIS and the r thP P P P
 .  .  .arithmetic degree arith-deg I of I as the sum of mult P ? deg SrPr I
 .running through all the associated primes P of I with dim SrP s r q 1
w x for an integer r with r G y1 as in 1 see Section 2 for the definition in
.  .  .the module case . We remark here that arith-deg I s deg I , whereu
 .u s dim SrI y 1.
  ..As for the classical degree theory, it is well known that deg I q f s
 .  .deg f ? deg I for a homogeneous polynomial f which is not contained in
the highest and second highest dimensional associated primes of I. How-
ever, it is harder to control the behavior of the arithmetic degree under
 .``hypersurface section,'' see, e.g., 2.9 . Although the equality arith-
  ..  .  .deg I q f s deg f ? arith-deg I holds for a general element f ,ry1 r
when k is an infinite field and r ) 0, there are examples such that
  ..  .  .arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I for some r ) 0, even if I isry1 r
 .  .a prime ideal and f f I; see, e.g., 2.9 i .
In Section 2, we therefore study the difference
arith-deg I q f y deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .ry1 r
w xunder certain assumptions, improving a result of 9 ; see Theorem 2.4. This
study yields an effective criterion for whether the equality arith-deg ry1
  ..  .  .I q f s deg f ? arith-deg I holds. For example, if we assume that fr
 .is a nonzero divisor of SrI, 2.7 implies that the difference is given by the
following equations, the last of which is stated in terms of local cohomol-
ogy:
arith-deg I q f y deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .ry1 r
s arith-deg I q f . .ry1 G rq1
w x ny rs arith-deg 0: f  . .Ext SrI , Sry1 S
¡ 1 1 l H SrI rfH SrI ? deg SrP , .  .  . .  . .P PP g Proj S , dim Sr Psr P p~s r G 1,
1 1¢dim H SrI rfH SrI , r s 0, .  . .k m m
where I is the intersection of all primary ideals P of I with dim SrPG rq1
 .) r q 1, l } is the length as an S -module, and the third line is theP
w x ny rarithmetic degree of the ``module'' 0: f see Section 2 for theExt Sr I, S .S
.definition .
So the expected equality holds if and only if f is not contained in any
 ny r ..prime ideal P g Ass Ext SrI, S of dim SrP s r or, equivalently, inS
 .any prime ideal P with dim SrP s r and depth SrI s 1.G rq1 P
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 .For the proof of these results, we describe arith-deg I in terms of ther
ny r . w xHilbert polynomial of Ext SrI, S based on an idea of 4, 12 . Further-S
  ..  .more, we give several examples such that arith-deg I q f ) deg f ?ry1
 .arith-deg I .r
In Section 3, we study the behavior of associated primes under ``hyper-
surface sections'' in order to obtain a Bertini-type theorem. The results in
 .Section 2 motivated us to study the relationship between Ass SrI andS
  .. i  .Ass SrI q f in terms of Ext SrI, S . Note thatS S
Ass SrI q f > Min SrP q f .  . .  .DS S
 .PgAss SrIS
for a nonzero divisor f g m of SrI. Under the assumption that f is a
 .nonzero divisor for SrI, the main result of this section, see 3.1 , says that
Ass SrI q f s Min SrP q f .  . .  .DS S
 .PgAss SrIS
ny r .if and only if f does not belong to any minimal prime P of Ext SrI, SS
 .with dim SrP s r for all r G 0. In particular, if depth SrI G 2, then the
equality holds for a general f g m.
In Section 4, we study an effective Nullstellensatz for homogeneous
ideals I of S, that is, a description of the lower bound for integers s such
s’ .that I ; I, in terms of basic invariants of I. A result concerning this
arith-deg I .’w  .x  .problem is mentioned in 11, 2.1 as I : I, which describes an
 .interesting relationship to the arithmetic degree. Here we set arith-deg I
 .s  arith-deg I . We improve their result in terms of the lengthr Gy1 r
 .multiplicities at the associated primes of the ideal I of S; see 4.1 .
2. ARITHMETIC DEGREES AND HYPERSURFACE
SECTIONS
w xThroughout this paper, S is a polynomial ring k X , . . . , X over a field0 n
k, and m is the irrelevant ideal of S, unless otherwise specified. Let M be
a finitely generated graded S-module. The Krull dimension of M is
  .  .denoted by dim M i.e., dim M s dim Srann M s n q 1 y ht ann M
.for M / 0, and dim M s y1 for M s 0 . For a submodule N ; M and
 < 4 w xf g S, we denote the submodule x g M fx g N by N: f .M
For a homogeneous prime ideal P, we define the length multiplicity of M
0 .at P as the length of H M as an S -module, and denote it byp P P
 .  .  .mult P . It is easy to see that mult P / 0 if and only if P g Ass M .M M
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w xDEFINITION 1 . Let r be an integer with r G y1. We define the r th
arithmetic degree of M as follows:
arith-deg M s mult P ? deg SrP . .  .  .r M
 .  .PgAss M , dim SrP srq1
 .We remark that arith-deg } , written in the manner of projectiver
w xgeometry as in 1 , measures the ``degrees'' of the primary components of
Krull dimension r q 1, not r!
For each i G y1, we define
<M [ x g M dim Srann x F i . 4 . .F i
 .  <  . 4M is a graded submodule with Ass M s P g Ass M dim SrP F i .F i F i
We also define
M [ MrM .) i F i
 .  <  . 4  .We have Ass M s P g Ass M dim SrP ) i s Ass M _ Ass M .) i F i
 .  .Let I be a homogeneous ideal of S. We write mult P , arith-deg I ,I r
 .  .and I for mult P , arith-deg SrI , and the kernel of the mapG i Sr I r
 . w xS ª SrI , respectively, as in 1, 9 . If FQ s I is a primary decomposi-) i j
 . tion of I, then I is the intersection of all Q with dim SrQ G i q 1 ifG i j j
.i G dim SrI, then we have I s S .G i
The following result plays an important role in the paper.
 w  .x. ny i .LEMMA 2.1 See, e.g., 4, 1.1 . We ha¨e dim Ext M, S F i q 1 forS
ny i .all i G y1. Furthermore, dim Ext M, S s i q 1 if and only if there is aS
 .   . .prime ideal P g Ass M such that dim SrP s i q 1 i.e., ht P s n y i .
More precisely, for a prime ideal P with dim SrP s i q 1, P is an associated
ny i .prime of M if and only if it is a minimal prime of Ext M, S .S
 .REMARK 2.2. The assertion of 2.1 remains valid even if S is a
Gorenstein local ring of dim S s n q 1. This local version will be used in a
 .proof of 2.6 .
DEFINITION. For r G y1, let M be an S-module of dim M F r q 1.
Put
deg M if dim M s r q 1,
e M s .r  0 otherwise.
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 .In other words, when r G 0, the Hilbert polynomial H M, t of M is of the
form
e M .r rH M , t s t q terms of lower degree . .  .
r !
 .When r s y1, we have e M s dim M.y1 k
The arithmetic degree of M can be described by the Hilbert polynomials
ny r .of M or Ext M, S as follows. Note that both M andF rq1 S F rq1
ny r .Ext M, S have Krull dimension at most r q 1.S
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.3 See, e.g., 11, 12 . Under the abo¨e condition, we ha¨e
arith-deg M s e Ext ny r M , S s e M . .  .  . .r r S r F rq1
By virtue of the first equality, we can compute the arithmetic degrees of
w xappropriate examples by using the script ext(-,R) of Macaulay 2 .
The following is our main theorem in this section.
THEOREM 2.4. Let r be a nonnegati¨ e integer. Let f be a homogeneous
 .element of S with deg f s t G 1. Assume that f does not belong to any
 .associated prime ideal P of M with dim SrP G r q 1. Then
arith-deg MrfM y t ? arith-deg M .  .ry1 r
w x ny r w xs arith-deg 0: f q arith-deg 0: f . . .Ext M , S Mry1 ry1S
w xs arith-deg M rfM q arith-deg 0, f . .  .Mry1 ) rq1 ) rq1 ry1
Moreo¨er, for a homogeneous prime ideal P of dim SrP s r, the length
w x  .ny rmultiplicity of 0: f equi¨ alently, of M rfM at P is theExt M , S . ) rq1 ) rq1S
length of
H 1 M rfH 1 M , H 1 M rfH 1 M .  .  .  . .  .P P P P P ) rq1 P ) rq1P P
as an S -module.P
1 .Note that H M / 0 and f g P do not necessarily implyP P
 1 . 1 .. 1 .H M rfH M / 0, since H M is not finitely generated as anP P P P P P
S -module in general.P
w x < ny r  .Note that dim 0: f F r by 2.1 . The following corollary is anExt M , S .S
immediate consequence of the theorem.
 .COROLLARY 2.5. Under the same condition as in 2.4 , the equality
arith-deg MrfM s t ? arith-deg M .  .ry1 r
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holds if and only if f is not contained in any prime ideal P of dim SrP s r
 ny r ..such that P g Ass M j Ass Ext M, S .S
In particular, if k is an infinite field and r G 1, then the abo¨e equality
holds for a general f.
 .COROLLARY 2.6. Under the same condition as in 2.4 , the equality
arith-deg MrfM s t ? arith-deg M .  .ry1 r
holds if and only if f is not contained in any homogeneous prime ideal P of
 .dim SrP s r such that either P g Ass M or M / 0 and) rq1 P
 .depth M s 1.S ) rq1 PP
 .Proof. Since all elements of Ass M have dimension at least 2,S ) rq1 PP
 . 1 . .we have that depth M G 1 and H M has finite length asS ) rq1 P P ) rq1 PP
an S -module to prove this, by local duality, it suffices to show thatP
dy1 . .Ext M , S has finite length, where d [ dim S , but this asser-S ) rq1 P P Pp
 .. 1 . . 1 . .tion follows from 2.2 . Hence H M rfH M / 0 if andP ) rq1 P P ) rq1 P
1 . .only if H M / 0 and f g P. The assertion follows from the lastP ) rq1 P
 .part of 2.4 .
The following corollary is an ideal version of the above results.
COROLLARY 2.7. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of S and r a nonnegati¨ e
 .integer. Suppose that f is a homogeneous element of S with deg f G 1 which
 .is not contained in any associated prime P of I with dim SrP G r q 1. Then
arith-deg I q f y deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .ry1 r
s arith-deg I q f q arith-deg I .  . .ry1 G rq1 ry1
w xy arith-deg I : f .Sry1
w x ny r w xs arith-deg 0: f q arith-deg I : f rI . . .Ext SrI , Sry1 ry1S
w xs arith-deg I : f rI .ry1
¡ 1 1 l H SrI rfH SrI .  . .  . .P PP g Proj S , dim Sr Psr P P~q ?deg SrP , r G 1, .
1 1¢dim H SrI rfH SrI , r s 0. .  . .k m m
The arithmetic degrees in the first and second lines of the equality mean the
 .arithmetic degrees for the ideals not modules .
Moreo¨er, the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i The equality
arith-deg I q f s deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .ry1 r
holds.
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 .  .  ny r ..ii f is not contained in any P g Ass SrI j Ass Ext SrI, SS
 .with dim SrP s r.
 .iii f is not contained in any homogeneous prime P of dim SrP s r
 .  .such that either P g Ass SrI or I : P and depth SrI s 1.G rq1 G rq1 P
In particular, if k is an infinite field and r G 1, then the equality holds for a
 w x.general f c. f. 1, 9 .
 .  .  .Proof. The first equality follows from 2.4 and part iii of 2.10 below.
 .  .  .The remaining part follows immediately from 2.4 , 2.5 , and 2.6 .
 .Consider the case r q 1 s dim SrI, that is, Proj SrI is an r-dimen-
sional projective scheme. Then we have I s S. Assume that f is aG rq1
 .homogeneous element of S with deg f G 1 which is not contained in any
 .  .minimal prime P of I with dim SrP s r q 1. By 2.7 , the equality
arith-deg I q f s deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .ry1 r
 .  .holds if and only if f is not contained in any PgAss SrI with dim SrP s
 .r s dim SrI y 1. This is a well-known result in the classical degree
  .  .   ..theory note that arith-deg I s deg I and arith-deg I q f sr ry1
  ...deg I q f . A similar result holds in the module case.
COROLLARY 2.8. If SrI satisfies Serre's condition S , then2
arith-deg I q f s deg f ? arith-deg I for all r G 1, .  .  . .ry1 r
where f is a nonzero di¨ isor for SrI. If all associated primes of I ha¨e the
same dimension, the con¨erse is also true. More precisely, if the abo¨e equality
holds for all r G 1 and for all nonzero di¨ isors f of SrI, then SrI satisfies
Serre's condition S .2
  ..  .  .Proof. The equality arith-deg I q f s deg f ? arith-deg Iry1 r
 .holds for all r G dim SrI y 1, even if SrI does not satisfy S . Since SrI2
1 . .  .satisfies S , we have H SrI s 0 for all P such that dim SrP s r -2 P P
 .  .  .dim SrI y 1. So the equality holds for each r - dim SrI y 1, by 2.7 .
Next we will prove the latter part by contradiction. Assume that SrI
does not satisfy condition S . That is, there is a homogeneous prime P2
 .  . such that dim SrI G 2 and depth SrI s 1 since I has no embeddedP P
 .  . .prime, depth SrI F 1 implies depth SrI s 1 . Since all associatedP p
primes of I have the same dimension, there is a homogeneous element
f g P which is a nonzero divisor of SrI. Set r s dim SrP. Note that r G 1
 .and I s I in this case. By 2.7 , we haveG rq1
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I . .  .  . .ry1 r
This inequality contradicts the assumption.
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 .We note that part i of the following example shows that the converse
 .part of 2.8 really needs the assumption to hold for all nonzero divisors f
of SrI.
  ..  .EXAMPLE 2.9. The equality arith-deg I q f s deg f ? arith-ry1
 .deg I is frequently violated.r
 .i Even for prime ideals I, there are examples such that
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .ry1 r
for f f I and r G 1.
w x Let S s k x , x , x , x , x be a polynomial ring, and I s x x y x x ,0 1 2 3 4 1 4 2 3
2 2 2 2 3.x x x y x x q x x , x x x y x x x q x x , x x x y x x q x an0 1 2 0 2 1 3 0 2 3 0 2 4 1 3 0 3 4 0 4 3
 w  .x.ideal of S see, e.g., 10, V.5.2 . Since SrI is isomorphic to a subring
3 2 2 w xk s , s t , stu , su u y s , u u y s ; k s, t , u , .  .
I is a prime ideal. An easy calculation shows that dim SrI s 3, that is, I is
4  .the saturated ideal of an irreducible surface X ; P , arith-deg I s2
 .  .deg SrI s 4, and arith-deg I s 0 for each i / 2. On the other hand, byi
w x 3  .use of computer software, say Macaulay 2 , we see that dim Ext SrI, SS
 2 ..s 1, in particular, l H SrI s `. Hence the surface X is not locallym
 3  ..Cohen]Macaulay. Furthermore, Macaulay shows that ann Ext SrI, Ss S
 .  .s x , x , x , x . Denote this ideal by P of course, dim SrP s 1 . For1 2 3 4
every homogeneous element f g P _ I, we have
arith-deg I q f s deg Ext3 SrI , S s 1. .  . .0 S
Thus
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I . .  .  . .0 1
Of course, this inequality also follows from the fact that X is locally
 .  w x.Cohen]Macaulay except at P and depth SrI s 1 see 10 .P
 .ii If f is a nonzero divisor of SrI, then we have
arith-deg I q f y deg f ? arith-deg I .  .  . .y1 0
s dim H 1 SrI rfH 1 SrI . .  . .k m m
1  .  1  . 1  ..Note that H SrI / 0 does not necessarily imply H SrI rfH SrIm m m
1  ./ 0, since H SrI is not finitely generated in general.m
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 .  .If I is an pure-dimensional ideal of dim SrI G 2 and depth SrI s 1,
then
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I s 0 .  .  . .y1 0
 1  ..for all nonzero divisors f for SrI, since 0 / l H SrI - `.m
w xIf we take non-Cohen]Macaulay Buchsbaum rings SrI, see 10 , then
w xwe can get such an inequality. For example, let S s k x , x , x , x be0 1 2 3
 2 2 3 2a polynomial ring, and I s x x y x x , x x y x x , x y x x ,0 3 1 2 0 2 1 3 1 0 3
3 2 . w 4 3x y x x an ideal of S. Since SrI is isomorphic to a subring k s , s t,2 1 3
3 4 x w xst ,t ; k s, t , I is a prime ideal. Furthermore, SrI is a 2-dimensional
 .  .  .Buchsbaum ring with arith-deg I s deg SrI s 4 and arith-deg I s1 0
 .arith-deg I s 0. For every homogeneous element f g m _ I, an easyy1
  .. 1  .calculation shows that arith-deg I q f s dim H SrI s 1. Thusy1 k m
we have
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I . .  .  . .y1 0
 .iii We give an example where
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I ) 0. .  .  . .ry1 r
 2 2 .Let Q s x x y x x , x , x , x x be an ideal of a polynomial ring0 3 1 2 0 1 0 1
w x  .S s k x , x , x , x . Note that Q is a primary ideal belonging to x , x .0 1 2 3 0 1
 2 .We set I s Q l x , x , x . So I is a defining ideal of a double line with0 1 2
 3  ..an embedded point. Macaulay shows that dim Ext SrI, S s 1 andS
 3  ..  .deg Ext SrI, S s 1. Hence we have arith-deg I s 1. But further cal-S 0
 3  .. culation shows that m g Ass Ext SrI, S to see this, computeS
4  3 ..Ext Ext SrI, S . Thus we haveS S
arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I s deg f ) 0 .  .  . .y1 0
 .  .for every f g mr x , x , x by 2.7 . This inequality is also obtained by0 1 2
 .showing that I s Q and depth SrQ s 1.G1
 .  .iv Without the assumption on I, the converse part of 2.8 does not
 .  t .hold. For example, let I s x l x , y , t G 2, an ideal of a polynomial
w x  .ring S s k x, y, z . We have dim SrI s 2 and depth SrI s 1. Hence SrI
 .does not satisfy the condition S . However, since I s x , the equality2 G1
 .  .in 2.8 always holds for I by 2.7 .
 .In order to prove 2.4 we need the following lemma:
 .LEMMA 2.10. Under the assumption of 2.4 , we ha¨e
 . i w x .i Ext 0: f , S s 0 for i F n y r.S M
 .  ny rq1w x ..ii dim Ext 0: f , S F r.S M
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 . w x .  . iii arith-deg 0: f s arith-deg M y arith-deg Mrry1 M ry1 ry1
w x .0: f .M
 . ny r . ny r w x .iv Ext M, S , Ext Mr 0: f , S .S S M
Proof. Since f is not contained in any associated prime P of M with
w x  .dim SrP G r q 1, we have dim 0: f F r. So i follows from the localM
 .  .duality, and ii follows from 2.1 .
 .In order to show iii , let us consider the short exact sequence:
w x w x0 ª 0: f ª M ª Mr 0: f ª 0.M M
Then we have the following exact sequence:
ny rq1 w x ny rq10 ª Ext Mr 0: f , S ªExt M , S . .MS S
ny rq1 w xª Ext 0: f , S .MS
ny rq2 w xª Ext Mr 0: f , S .MS
 .  ny rq2 w x ..by i . Since dim Ext Mr 0: f , S F r y 1, we haveS M
w xarith-deg 0: f .Mry1
ny rq1 w xs e Ext 0: f , S . Mry1 S
ny rq1 nyrq1 w xs e Ext M , S y e Ext Mr 0: f , S .  . .  .Mry1 S ry1 S
w xs arth-deg M y arith-deg Mr 0: f . .  .Mry1 ry1
 .Finally, iv follows from the exact sequence:
ny ry1 w x ny r w x ny rExt 0: f , S ªExt Mr 0: f , S ª Ext M , S . .  .M MS S S
ny r w xª Ext 0: f , S .MS
 .and i .
 .Proof of 2.4 . From the short exact sequence:
? f
w x0 ª Mr 0: f yt ª M ª MrfM ª 0 .M
 .and 2.10 , we have the following exact sequence:
? f
ny r nyrny rw x0 ª 0: f ª Ext M , S ª Ext M , S t .  .  . .Ext M , S S SS
ª Ext ny rq1 MrfM , S ª Ext ny rq1 M , S .  .S S
? f
ny rq1 w xª Ext Mr 0: f , S t . .MS
ª Ext ny rq2 MrfM , S . .S
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w x .  .ny rSince dim 0: f F r by 2.1 , we have thatExt M , S .S
arith-deg MrfM .ry1
s e Ext ny rq1 MrfM , S . .ry1 S
ny r w x ny rs t ? e Ext M , S q e 0: f .  . .  .Ext M , Sr S ry1 S
ny rq1 nyrq1 w xq e Ext M , S y e Ext Mr 0: f , S .  . .  .Mry1 S ry1 S
w x ny rs t ? arith-deg M q arith-deg 0: f .  . .Ext M , Sr ry1 S
w xq arith-deg M y arith-deg Mr 0: f .  .Mry1 ry1
w x ny rs t ? arith-deg M q arith-deg 0: f .  . .Ext M , Sr ry1 S
w xq arith-deg 0: f by 2.10 . . . .Mry1
Therefore we obtain the first equality.
w x ny rNext, we will prove that the length multiplicity of 0: f at PExt M , S .s1 . 1 . equals the length of an S -module H M rfH M . Throughout thisP P P P P
.proof, P is a homogeneous prime ideal of dim SrP s r. Since
w x  .ny rdim 0: f F r by 2.1 , its length multiplicity at P is just theExt M , S .Sw x ny rlength of 0: f m S as an S -module. By local duality, we haveExt M , S . P Ps
knyr nyr 1Ext M , S m S , Ext M , S , H M , .  .  . .S P S P P P PP
 .kwhere } means Matlis dual in the local ring S . So the assertionP
follows from basic properties of Matlis dual.
Next, we will show that
H 1 M rfH 1 M , H 1 M rfH 1 M . .  .  .  . .  .P P P P P ) rq1 P ) rq1P P
 . 0 . .Since P f Ass M , we have H M s 0. Further, since) rq1 P ) rq1 P
 .dim M F 1, we see that a multiplication mapS F rq1 Pp
? f
1 1H M ª H M .  . .  .P F rq1 P F rq1P P
is surjective. From the exact sequence
0 ª M ª M ª M ª 0,F rq1 ) rq1
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we obtain the following diagram:
1 . . 1 . 1 . .0 ªH M ªH M ªH M ª0P F rq1 P P P P ) rq1 P
6 6 6
? f ? f ? f
1 1 1 . .  .  . .0 ªH M ªH M ªH M ª0P F rq1 P P P P ) rq1 P
x x x
 .0 Coker , Coker 9
x x
0 0
So we get the desired isomorphism.
It remains to prove that the length multiplicity of M rfM at P) rq1 ) rq1
1 . . 1 . .equals the length of the S -module H M rfH M .P P ) rq1 P P ) rq1 P
1 . . w x .Since L [ H M has finite length, we have l 0: f sP ) rq1 P L
 . U  .l LrfL . Applying the functor H } to the exact sequenceP
? f
0 ª M ª M ª M rfM ª 0, .  .  .) rq1 ) rq1 ) rq1 ) rq1P P P
we get
? f
00 ª H M rfM ª L ª L. . .P ) rq1 ) rq1 P
Hence the assertion is proved.
These results motivate us to state the following problem:
Problem. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for the inequility
arith-deg I q f G deg f ? arith-deg I . .  .  . .ry1 r
 w  .x.Analyzing the classical degree theory see, e.g., 6, 3.5 , one might be
tempted to ask the following question:
  ..  .  .Assume that arith-deg I q f G deg f ? arith-deg I for some in-ry1 r
 .teger r and deg f G 2. Does f not then belong to any associated prime P of I
 .with dim SrP G r q 1?
However, this question has a negative answer as the following example
w xshows: Let S be the polynomial ring k x, y, z and let t be an integer with
 t.  .  t .t G 2. We set I s xz, xy s x l y , z an ideal of S. We take f s xz
  ..  .g I and r s 1. Then we have arith-deg I q xz s arith-deg I s t,0 0
 .  .and deg xz ? arith-deg I s 2.1
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3. A BERTINI-TYPE THEOREM
A study of arithmetic degrees involves Bertini-type results; see, e.g.,
w x1, 9 . Hence we want to describe a generalization of a Bertini-type theo-
w x  .rem according to 3, 5 . 3.1 is the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a finitely generated graded S-module, and f g m
a homogeneous element of S. Fix an integer c G y1. Assume that f is not
w x .contained in any P g Ass M with dim SrP ) c, that is, dim 0: f F c.M
Then
<P g Ass MrfM dim SrP ) c : Min SrP9 q f 4 .  .  . .D
 .P 9gAss M
 ny r ..  .if and only if f does not belong to any P g Min Ext M, S of dim SrPS
s r for all r ) c.
 .Proof. First we will prove the ``if'' part. Let P g Ass MrfM with
 .  .dim SrP s r ) c. It is obvious that f g P. Hence we have P f Ass M
 . ny rq1 .by the assumption. By 2.1 , P is not a minimal prime of Ext M, S .S
ny rq1 . ny rq1 .Since dim Ext M, S F r, we see that Ext M, S s 0.S S P
Thus we have the following exact sequence:
Ext ny r M , S ª Ext ny rq1 MrfM , S ª Ext ny rq1 M , S s 0 .  .  .P P PS S S
from the short exact sequence:
0 ª M ª M ª MrfM ª 0. . PP P
ny rq1 .  . ny r .Since Ext MrfM, S / 0 by 2.1 , we have Ext M, S / 0.S P S P
ny r .By the assumption, P is not a minimal prime of Ext M, S . HenceS
there exists a homogeneous prime ideal P9 such that P9 ; P and
ny r . ny r .Ext M, S / 0. Since dim Ext M, S F r q 1, we have dim SrP9S P 9 S
 .s r q 1. Since P9 g Ass M by 2.1 , f does not belong to P9. Therefore P
 .is a minimal prime of P9 q f . So we have proved the ``if'' part.
Next we will prove the ``only if'' part. Suppose that P is a minimal prime
ny r .  .of Ext M, S with dim SrP s r for r ) c. We want to prove byS
contradiction that f does not belong to P. Assume that f g P. Consider
the following exact sequence:
? f
ny r nyr nyrq1Ext M , S ª Ext M , S ª Ext MrfM , S . .  .  .P P PS S S
ny r  . ny rq1 .Since Ext M, S / 0, we have Ext MrfM, S / 0 byS P S P
 .  .Nakayama's lemma. Thus we have P g Ass MrfM by 2.1 . By the
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assumption, there is a prime ideal P9 g Ass M such that P is a minimal
 .prime of P9 q f .
ny r .Since dim SrP9 s r q 1, P9 is a minimal prime of Ext M, S byS
 .  .2.1 . It contradicts the assumption that P > P9 is a minimal prime of
ny r .Ext M, S . Hence we have proved the ``only if'' part.S
COROLLARY 3.2. If f is a nonzero di¨ isor of M, then
Ass MrfM _ Min SrP9 q f .  . .D
P9gAss M
< htP .y1s P P is a minimal prime of Ext M , S such that f g P . 4S
<s P P is a homogeneous prime ideal of dim SrP s r such that
M s 0, M / 0, depth M s 1, and f g P . .  .  . 4F rq1 ) rq1 S ) rq1P P PP
In particular, if depth M ) 1 and ak s `, then
Ass MrfM s Min SrP9 q f .  . .D
P9gAss M
for a general f g m.
 .Proof. The first equality immediately follows from the proof of 3.1 .
The second equality follows from arguments developed in the previous
 .section, especially 2.7 .
 w  .x.COROLLARY 3.3 See, e.g., 9, 2.3 . Let I be a homogeneous ideal of S,
sat sat w n xand f g m a nonzero di¨ isor of SrI , where I [ D I: m .nG1
Then
 4) Ass SrI q f _ m : Min SrP9 q f .  .  . .  .DS S
X  .P gAss SrIS
i  .if and only if f is not contained in any minimal prime P of Ext SrI, S withS
ht P s i q 1 for all 0 F i F n y 1. In particular, when k is an infinite field,
 .) occurs for a general homogeneous element f g m.
 .Proof. Take c s 0 and M s SrI in 3.1 .
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that SrI satisfies Serre's condition S . Then2
Ass SrI q f s Min SrP q f , .  . .  .DS S
 .PgAss SrIS
where f g m is a nonzero di¨ isor of SrI.
 .Proof. Take c s y1 and M s SrI in 3.1 .
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 . w xEXAMPLE 3.5. i Let S s k x , x , . . . , x be a polynomial ring, and0 1 4
 .  .I [ x , x l x , x an ideal of S. From a Macaulay session, we see1 2 3 4
 .4  3  ..  .that x , x , x , x s Ass Ext SrI, S . Put P s x , x , x , x . For any1 2 3 4 S 1 2 3 4
  ..nonzero divisor f g P of SrI, we see that P g Ass SrI q f and
  ..P f D Min SrQ q f .Q g AssSr I .
From a geometric point of view, I is the defining ideal of two planes
meeting at the closed point p, corresponding to the prime ideal P, in P 4.
Let F be a hypersurface of P 4 which intersects each primary component
of X transversally. If F contains p, then p is an embedded component of
X l F. Note that X is not Cohen]Macaulay at p. More precisely, the
local ring at p has depth 1, since X is not connected in codimension 1 at p.
 .  . . 3  .ii Let us consider the example of 2.9 i . Then Ext SrI, S has aS
 .minimal prime P s x , x , x , x with ht P s 3 q 1 s 4. So, for every1 2 3 4
  ..homogeneous element f g P _ I we have P g Ass SrI q f and P f
  ..   ..D Min SrQ q f s Min SrI q f . We can see the similarQ g AssSr I .
 . .correspondence in 2.9 ii .
 . .On the other hand, considering 2.9 iii , we have
Ass SrI q f s Min SrP q f , .  . .  .DS S
 .PgAss SrIS
  ..  .  .although arith-deg I q f ) deg f ? arith-deg I and SrI does noty1 0
3  .satisfy S . In this case, m is an associated prime of Ext SrI, S , but not a2 S
minimal prime.
Remark 3.6. Although we have proved Bertini-type results for a poly-
nomial ring S, the corresponding results hold for a noetherian local ring
 .A, m admitting a dualizing complex.
4. NULLSTELLENSATZ AND LENGTH MULTIPLICITIES
Finally, we want to state an effective Nullstellensatz in terms of length
w  .xmultiplicities, which improves 11, 2.1 . Our main result is the following:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of S. Let s be the
maximal number of all possible sums
l
mult P . I i
is1
running through all strictly increasing chains of associated primes of I:
P ; P ; ??? ; P .1 2 l
s’ .Then we ha¨e I : I.
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s’ .Proof. If suffices to prove that I S ; IS in the local ring S forP P P
every maximal associated prime P of I.
Let P be a maximal associated prime of I. Given any primary decompo-
sition of I, let J be the intersection of the primary components of I whose
 .  .associated primes are strictly contained in P. Since SrI s SrJ forQ Q
 .   . < 4all Q g Ass SrJ s P9 g Ass SrI P9 is strictly contained in P , we
 .  .have mult Q s mult Q .J I
We may split
s  .  .symult P mult PI I’ ’ ’I s I ? I .  .  .
 .symult PI mult P .I’: J ? P . .
By induction on a number of primary components, we may assume that
 .symult PI’J : J . .
It remains to show that JP mult I P .S ; IS , which can be shown by theP P
w  .xsame argument as the latter half of the proof of 11, 2.1 .
w  .xRemark 4.2. Following Kollar 8, 3.4 , the essential invariant of theÂ
effective Nullstellensatz is not the length multiplicity but the so-called
 .nilpotency of an ideal I at a prime ideal P, denoted by nil P , that is,I
n 0’<nil P s min n I ? H SrI s 0 . .  . . 5I P
 .  .  .We note that 4.1 remains true if we replace mult P by nil P .I I
 .  .Of course, we have nil P F mult P , but the gap can vary widely. ForI I
 20 10 10. w x  .example, take the ideal I s x , x y ; k x, y . Then s of 4.1 is 110,
 .and the sum of nil P is 20, which is a sharp bound. If we consider theI
w  .x  .example 11, 1.5 , then s s 4, the sum of nil I is 3, but the sharpP
bound is 2. So there is still a gap.
 .  .However, we believe that nil P is less computable than mult P andI I
 .arith-deg I .
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